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Why is Consultation and 
Engagement

Understanding each other better.  Our shared history.  

“We all must put down our ignorance and accidental racism, of 
not addressing the truth, that this country (Canada) had with 
Indigenous people,” Delorme said in response to the find of 
751 unmarked graves. “We are not asking for pity, but we are 
asking for understanding.”

“We can’t control other people’s actions and we can’t control a 
system that is outdated, but what we can control is our 
thoughts and we can control our own actions,” 

Chief Cadmus Delorme Cowessess First Nations



Organic and Intentional
Making up for lost time. Indigenous people did not choose to 
be under educated in western ways.
We did not choose the land on which we live.  It was where we 
were created.  A place, just for us, we educated ourselves, to 
live in balance with the bounty and beauty of that which was 
around us, and it was beautiful.

It was always our home.



Organic and Intentional

Section 35 of the Canadian Constitution

TRC, Calls to Action

MMIWG, Calls to Justice

UNDRIP, Principles 



Duty to Consult Benefits - All  

Pinehouse Model Why create an organic model



Pinehouse and Kineepik

Proof Required, A Rights Bearing Indigenous Community



Mapping and Research



The Way Forward
Agreements Academic and Legal

With the Community growing in understanding 
organically towards a blended culture



Arial Photo of Northern Village of Pinehouse

Village of 
Pinehouse
Collaboration 
Agreement

Community Conscience
Awakening our Spirits





What is the process 
currently 



Duty to Consult 
Sessions in Pinehouse





Questions
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